
BACKGROUND
Simulation-based training (SBT) is a training technique that
is used for learning skills, gaining knowledge and developing
attitudes by emulating real-world interactive experiences
[Lateef F., 2010].
Periop-MLS is a mobile application suite based on SBT for
healthcare providers that offers tools to improve coordination
among perioperative services departments (Periop). Benefits
include:

• Improving individual workflows
• Resolving system issues
• Changing staff behavior through improved learning

Fig.1: Basic patient workflow in perioperative services. 
[Reference Guide and Toolkit for Improvements in 
Perioperative Practice in Ontario, 2010] 
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Fig.3: Interrelationship between user needs / information flows

TRAINING TOOL COMPONENTS

Fig.6: Data transfer between website/ server and simulation Model [Icons: 
cursorch.deviantart.com]

Mobile app displays 
and manipulates 
patient data.Fig.2: Embracing mobile computing to deliver SBT 
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“After interviewing members of the hospital surgical staff, we learned
that the biggest obstacle to efficiency wasn’t a medical issue at all — it
was communication…” - Dr. Kevin Taaffe, Principal Investigator.

• A primary function of this app is to consolidate the various
communication methods available to the hospital staff.

• The application displays patient information by organizing it in
different categories such as patient-bio and scheduled tasks,
patient status in the different perioperative stages, the status of
surgeons, etc.

• The application also acts as a data gathering tool, routing data
to a server which can then be fed to the simulation model.

• The tool enables users to communicate more efficiently.
• Modeling perioperative processes provides hospital staff with

predicted patient flows, highlighting communication bottlenecks.
• Provides the intended training for improvement while mitigating

the need for expensive physical simulations of scenarios in the
hospital.

CONCLUSION
• Growing complexities of healthcare require professionals to

master procedural skills and the ability to effectively
communicate with colleagues, patients, and their families.

• This model can be used as an effective healthcare training tool-
running scenarios to quickly get feedback from participating
hospital staff.

Fig.5: Discrete-event simulation model to predict patient flow

Fig.4: Periop-MLS mobile application user-interface

PERIOP-MLS APPLICATION

SIMULATION MODEL
• A discrete-event simulation model built using Arena helps to

predict patient flow.
• The model takes into account data on patient types, expected

surgery times, communication delays and schedules for
individual surgeons created using historical data.

• Shown in Figure 6, a set of Python and Visual Basic for
Applications scripts download and upload patient data from and
to the server.

• Users can identify where physical and communication
bottlenecks are prone to occur in the process.


